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Abstract 
The article introduces the humanoid robot InMoov. Experiences from its assembly, advantages, and disadvantages of the 
construction are described. This is a 3D-printed robot with approximately 45 joints. The robot is of human size. The robot described 
was assembled in the laboratories of the Institute of Instrumentation and Control Engineering. 

Additionally, attempts at implementing controls in a rigid 3D body simulator using ROS are also documented below. 
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1. General Overview 
InMoov is an open-source humanoid robot made by Gael 
Langevin, a French sculptor and designer. The main idea 
behind InMoov is making it open source. This was 
achieved by designing the robot to be predominantly  
built from 3d printed components from a printer with an 
area of only 12x12x12 centimetres. 

The robot is actuated by servos, specifically 
HK15298B, Hitec HS805BB and MG996. The low-level 
control of these servo motors, among other peripherals, 
is implemented using a pair of Arduino Megas. 

The program controlling the robot is implemented in 
ROS[1], an open source robotics middleware 
environment. This allows for very powerful motion 
planning among other features. 

 

2. Software 

2.1 Control 

2.1.1. Overview 

First, a Solidworks model of InMoov was assembled 
from STL files available online. Following that, a URDF 
file was generated from this model using the plugin 
sw_urdf_exporter[2], which enabled the robot to be 
visualised in rviz. MoveIt! was then used to enable 
motion planning. Finally, the joint angles were scraped 
and converted to degrees, which are relayed to the micro 
controller. 

2.1.2. Solidworks model to URDF 

To create the Solidworks model, STL files were collated 
into individual static parts, such as r_bicep, r_wrist, 
r_hand, and so on. During this step, as many redundant 
parts were removed to reduce the number of polygons in 
the model. For this purpose, the neck mechanism was 
also replaced with a simple alternative to further reduce 
the triangle count.  

Over 50 of these STL parts were then altered to 
introduce real geometry, such as cylinders and holes, as 
can be seen in Picture 1. These were then exported as 
Solidworks parts and assembled into a Solidworks 
assembly to create a bare-bones model of the InMoov 
robot (see Picture 2). 

Pic. 2 Solidworks model of InMoov with URDF references  
(blue axes) generated after export. 

Pic. 1. on the left: before introducing geometry; on the right: 
after introducing geometry.
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The plugin sw_urdf_exporter was then used to 
generate a URDF file. This involved adding all the parts 
to a tree structure, with the root node being the upper-
body, then progressively adding the parts up to the finger 
tips. The general outline of this tree structure can be seen 
in Picture 3. Joints or links were then configured, namely 
their type, upper and lower limits, orientation, origin as 
well as name, required moment and speed of rotation. 
The file was then exported and saved to disk, at which 
point it could be loaded into rviz and gazebo.  

2.1.3. 3d Rigid Body Simulation 

A SRDF file was then generated using MoveIt! and the 
simulation was set up. This involved creating 4 groups— 
r_arm, l_arm, r_hand, and l_hand— as well as 
specifying the kinematics algorithm, for which 
KDLKinematics was chosen. 

A few pre-defined poses, such as moving the right 
arm up and down, were then added. All the inverse-
kinematics, redundancy handling and collision detection 
are handled automatically after the initial setup. At this 
point, the simulation had fully integrated motion 
planning. 

2.2. Firmware 

The firmware was written using the Arduino IDE. Its 
task is to interpret messages from the computer running 
ROS and carry them out on the hardware. 

2.2.1. Communication 

For the low-level implementation, USB serial lines were 
used to enable communication between the Arduinos and 
the desktop computer. The decision to use USB serial 
over other protocols, such as SPI, is largely due to it’s 
relative simplicity, as well as communication speed 
requirements not being large enough to justify more 
complex implementations.  

For the communication between the firmware and 
simulated robot, joint_state_publisher and rosserial-
arduino were used to reflect the simulated robot onto the 
physical one. This was done by subscribing to the topic 
joint_state_publisher and getting the joint angles. 

At the moment the communication is one-way only 
due to the robot’s open-loop implementation. 

2.2.2. Protocols 

Communication between ROS and the Arduino firmware 
was implemented using a strict g-code-like packet 
format: [1-ascii-character][2-digit-unsigned-int][3-digit-
unsinged-int]. For example, to fully extend the right 
bicep, the packet ‘S08000’ would be sent, where the first 
character signifies Servo, 08 corresponds to the servo 
controlling the bicep mechanism, and 000 represents the 
angle of 0 degrees. 

The software end-stops are enforced in the firmware 
to prevent the robot from breaking in case of a bit-flip 
occurring on the USB bus, which is another reason for 
using a strict packet format. 

3. Hardware 

3.1 3D Printed Parts and construction 

InMoov is constructed mainly from 3d printed parts, 
with the aim of staying open-source and being accessible 
to anyone. This eliminates the need to search for 
unconventional parts that may not be available 
everywhere. However, in practice this introduces the 
issue of parts being almost-unusable for mechanical 
constructs, such as gear boxes and worm-gears, if the 
printer is not properly calibrated. This can be seen below 
in Picture 4. 

upper_body

upper_body-l_upper_shoulder

xyz: -0.102458 -0.451971 0.149048 

rpy: 3.13993 -0.00133872 -3.14044

upper_body-r_upper_shoulder

xyz: -0.389236 -0.452106 0.149106 

rpy: 0.0016406 0.0168464 -0.00133832

l_upper_shoulder

l_upper_shoulder-l_shoulder

xyz: -0.0119798 -0.0569742 0.0393141 

rpy: -3.13879 2.46856e-06 1.02012e-06

l_shoulder

l_shoulder-l_bicep

xyz: -0.0673475 0.000217661 -0.0575415 

rpy: -6.10395e-07 -2.31739e-06 0.100726

l_bicep

l_bicep-l_forearm

xyz: 0 -0.0286319 -0.224942 

rpy: -0.494655 -0.000110796 -0.00574184

l_forearm

l_forearm-l_wrist

xyz: 0.00852931 0.107879 -0.244294 

rpy: 0.118875 -0.317327 2.42951

l_wrist

l_wrist-l_hand

xyz: 5.10833e-05 -0.0192035 -0.0370447 

rpy: -0.638382 0.563648 1.4206

l_hand

l_hand-l_index1

xyz: -0.0184868 0.0619881 -0.0826216 

rpy: 2.80422 -0.387761 2.51356

l_hand-l_middle1

xyz: 0.000973967 0.0481981 -0.0934456 

rpy: -0.366873 -0.301957 2.47316

l_hand-l_pinkie1

xyz: 0.022409 0.022104 -0.087371 

rpy: 2.7344 -0.063551 2.3844

l_hand-l_ring1

xyz: 0.0110809 0.0369853 -0.0898407 

rpy: -2.68116 0.219537 -0.707585

l_hand-l_thumb1

xyz: -0.0208999 0.0259283 -0.0111968 

rpy: -2.01206 0.307636 -2.455

l_index1

l_index1-l_index2

xyz: 0.000560392 -0.000847858 0.0364478 

rpy: 0.0320585 0.015258 0.00497926

l_index2

l_index2-l_index3

xyz: 0 -0.000421153 0.0241135 

rpy: -0.424912 0.156358 -0.694971

l_index3

l_middle1

l_middle1-l_middle2

xyz: -0.000654199 0.000849969 -0.0388405 

rpy: 0.034932 -0.0168301 -3.14106

l_middle2

l_middle2-l_middle3

xyz: 0 -0.000448147 -0.0258612 

rpy: 2.66375 0.0142192 0.723694

l_middle3

l_pinkie1

l_pinkie1-l_pinkie2

xyz: -0.0039127 -0.00084815 0.034914 

rpy: 3.1041 0.016105 3.1363

l_pinkie2

l_pinkie2-l_pinkie3

xyz: 0.0021282 -0.0013219 -0.023757 

rpy: 2.7639 0.094721 -2.4335

l_pinkie3

l_ring1

l_ring1-l_ring2

xyz: 0.00184583 0.000685114 0.0313551 

rpy: -2.67897 -0.0160469 -3.14152

l_ring2

l_ring2-l_ring3

xyz: -0.000372444 -0.000319525 -0.0164686 

rpy: 2.99262 -0.194471 -2.4256

l_ring3

l_thumb1

l_thumb1-l_thumb2

xyz: 0.00170175 0.0279015 -0.0311883 

rpy: -0.167346 -0.722967 1.33324

l_thumb2

l_thumb2-l_thumb3

xyz: 0 -0.000509273 -0.035023 

rpy: -1.24141 -0.507646 1.21725

l_thumb3

r_upper_shoulder

r_upper_shoulder-r_shoulder

xyz: -0.0119043 -0.0569801 -0.0393141 

rpy: -0.0209258 -2.4593e-06 1.02754e-06

r_shoulder

r_shoulder-r_bicep

xyz: -0.067423 -0.000217661 -0.0561655 

rpy: 4.18083e-07 -2.35968e-06 -0.0185362

r_bicep

r_bicep-r_forearm

xyz: 0 0.0286319 -0.226318 

rpy: 0.478441 -1.76872e-05 0.00574288

r_forearm

r_forearm-r_wrist

xyz: 0.00852931 -0.108467 -0.245464 

rpy: 0.793419 0.337133 2.36982

r_wrist

r_wrist-r_hand

xyz: 5.832e-05 -0.01861 -0.035877 

rpy: -0.089566 -0.059239 0.034256

r_hand

r_hand-r_index1

xyz: -0.0128272 -0.0578791 -0.0854791 

rpy: 0.390493 -0.387761 -2.51356

r_hand-r_middle1

xyz: 0.000973967 -0.0481981 -0.0934456 

rpy: -2.73093 -0.301957 -2.47316

r_hand-r_pinkie1

xyz: 0.0299286 -0.0149958 -0.0880268 

rpy: -2.78088 -0.0635512 -2.38438

r_hand-r_ring1

xyz: 0.0125492 -0.0357289 -0.0902711 

rpy: -2.7273 -0.219537 -2.43401

r_hand-r_thumb1

xyz: -0.0209666 -0.0264248 -0.0120433 

rpy: -1.13168 0.310829 2.44783

r_index1

r_index1-r_index2

xyz: 0.00238118 -0.000876458 -0.0365355 

rpy: -0.0763006 -0.015258 0.00497926

r_index2

r_index2-r_index3

xyz: 0 -0.000421153 -0.0241135 

rpy: 0.474056 -0.115476 -0.701633

r_index3

r_middle1

r_middle1-r_middle2

xyz: -0.000654196 0.000849963 0.0388403 

rpy: 0.0475137 0.0168301 -3.14106

r_middle2

r_middle2-r_middle3

xyz: 0 -0.000448147 0.0258612 

rpy: -2.7048 0.0220519 -2.41806

r_middle3

r_pinkie1

r_pinkie1-r_pinkie2

xyz: -0.000564795 0.000811203 0.0348012 

rpy: -3.10858 0.0161051 -3.13634

r_pinkie2

r_pinkie2-r_pinkie3

xyz: -0.00486907 -0.0029584 -0.0237044 

rpy: 0.42178 0.132056 2.43852

r_pinkie3

r_ring1

r_ring1-r_ring2

xyz: -0.00112683 0.0006852 0.0313347 

rpy: 3.12275 -0.0160469 -6.81191e-05

r_ring2

r_ring2-r_ring3

xyz: -0.00466817 -0.00267724 -0.0166711 

rpy: 0.34063 -0.024439 -0.737072

r_ring3

r_thumb1

r_thumb1-r_thumb2

xyz: 0.0018241 0.027443 0.030716 

rpy: 0.35668 -0.72297 -1.8083

r_thumb2

r_thumb2-r_thumb3

xyz: 0 -0.00050927 0.035023 

rpy: -1.8649 0.41989 -1.9085

r_thumb3

Pic. 3. left-hand side of the tree structure generated from the 
URDF file, from the body to the fingers (segmented into 3 
parts). To view in full, see http://docdro.id/sFwwkwg.

Pic. 4. a few parts fresh off the printer. 

http://docdro.id/sFwwkwg
http://docdro.id/sFwwkwg
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To make the parts usable, laborious re-sculpturing 
had to be done using a soldering iron, files, and a hot-
glue gun. This had mostly positive results, as can be seen 
above in Picture 5. 

3.2 Actuation 

The robot InMoov has over 45 joins, with 17 of them 
being in each hand and 4  being located in each arm. To 
actuate the movement in each one, different mechanical 
systems were employed. 

3.2.1. Fingers 

The fingers on each hand are actuated using a 
5521MG servos in conjunction with a 200lb non-
stretchable fishing line. This line is tensioned and 
attached to the servo’s output face, as can be seen in 
Picture 6. This has the effect of either contracting the 
finger at the maximum position, or relaxing it in the 
minimum position. 

3.2.2. Bicep 

The forearm moves using a worm gear assembly. It is 
actuated using a HS805BB servo and allows the forearm 
to rotate from 0 to 70 degrees about its joint with the 
bicep. It uses an external potentiometer to ensure the 
servo can rotate continuously until it reaches the angle 
specified at the joint. (See Pictures 5, 7, and 8.) 

3.2.3. Shoulder and Forearm 

The other type of mechanism used to actuate 
movement is a worm drive transmission, as can be seen 
in Picture 9. This mechanism is used to rotate the 
forearm and shoulder, as can be seen in Picture 2. 

3.2.4. Continuous Rotation with Servos 

In order to make the joints extend to their full 
capability, the servos had to be modified to receive 
potentiometer input from the joint. To do this, the servo 
was first disassembled, and the main gear’s mechanical 
end-stop was removed. Following that, the servo’s 
circuit board was taken out, and the potentiometer 
connected to the shaft was extracted. The connecting 
wire was then lengthened, and the potentiometer was 
taken out of the servo so that it could be used externally. 

Pic. 7. actuation of bicep; relaxed Pic. 8. actuation of bicep; contracted

Pic. 9. worm drive actuated using HS805BB servo

Pic. 6. actuation of the fingers, currently in max. position. 

Pic. 5. a worm gearing assembly after repairs. 
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4. Plans for the Future 

4.1 Image Recognition 

InMoov is equipped with 2 2-Megapixel cameras in the 
eyes that are connected to the computer via USB. At the 
moment, they are not used for any purpose other than 
streaming live footage from the robot’s perspective. 

A goal for the future is implementing image 
recognition using frameworks such as OpenCV to do 
functions such as face-tracking,  object tracking, and 
others. Because there would be 2 cameras working in 
conjunction, the distance between the robot’s head and 
the object could also be triangulated. Eventually, this 
could be used in collaboration with the control and 
motion planning in ROS to achieve object manipulation 
when combined with a XBox Kinect. 

4.2 Controlling the Robot online 

As a result of InMoov being controlled through ROS, it 
would be possible to implement controls through an 
online interface. This could be done by by having an 
online simulation (separate from the one running in the 
desktop PC), then send send joint information from this 
online simulation to ROS which would then affect the 
native simulation and subsequently the real robot. 

5. Bill of Materials [4] 

5.1 Electrical 

• 2x Arduino Mega 
• 11x 5521MG Servo 
• 10x HS805BB Servo 
• 21x 100cm 3-braid copper wires 
• 2x 2 Megapixel cameras 

Table 1. Information about the servos used. 

5.2 Mechanical 

• 200lb non-stretchable fishing line 
• 7kg PLA filament 
• Assortment of M3-5 bolts & nuts 
• Metal pins for finger joints 

6. Conclusion 
Given the materials I had to work with and being 
relatively new to mechanics, I believe that this project  
was a great success overall and an exciting learning 
process. In the future, I hope to see more work being 
done on this robot by other people to build upon the 
groundwork that I had implemented over the course of 
this internship. 

For more information detailing the project, as well as 
all the source-code for the Arduino and ROS software, 
please visit https://github.com/nyxaria/inmoov. 
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Servo Stall Torque 
4.8V/6V (kg.cm)

Usage

HS805BB 
[5] 19.73 24.70

Actuation of larger 
mechanisms such as 
transmission gears

5521MG 
[6] 17.25 20.32

Actuation of fingers and 
wrist via strings & gears, 

respectively
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